
As Covid-19 continued to keep us shut down well 

into the fall, we were forced to defer all of our hunts 

to future years. With the soon-to-be arrival of our 

newborn baby, this didn’t leave too much free time 

far away from home. As any mountain hunter knows, 

“far away” could mean being within a 30 minute 

drive, but a 6 hour hike into the hills. If your wife 

goes into labor, no bueno. 

When we realized we would have no deer or sheep 

season in early September, this allowed me to get 

out on my own for a few days before I stayed close 

to Rosi in case she went into labor. I hiked into a 

remote mountain range in our concession and spent 

a few days in hot pursuit of big mountain muleys. 

I was dealt ferocious winds that grounded most 

movement, and a full moon to boot that looked like 

someone was shining a spotlight straight into my 

tent at 2am. This made for some quiet days, and I 

didn’t have many of them to work with. 

On the last evening, sitting at 8500ft elevation, with 
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one hour of daylight to go, I finally spotted a great 

British Columbia mountain mule deer bedded below. 

A beautiful big 4x4, with great height and width. I 

threw on my pack, put on my pump up music, and 

blasted down the mountain as fast as I could safely 

go through the steep terrain. That big fella was over 

2kms away from me and I was losing light fast. When 

I was within 500m of where he was bedded, I took 

out my music and started stalking in more slowly to 

prevent any unnecessary noise. After a few minutes 

of sneaking in, I heard a loud snort and feet trotting 

away below me. I boogied downhill and stood 60m 

from what looked to be a nice big 4 point staring 

at me, but could only see his antlers and head 

through the brush. We locked eyes for 15 seconds, 

and he then quickly bounded away. At this time I 

wasn’t sure what that deer was, but soon found out 

that my “bedded buck” had awoken shortly after I 

started running downhill to get him, and he actually 

worked his way towards me through the timber. We 

bumped into one another, but, as things go, I was 

not presented a clean shot at the time, even had 

I known that was him. That was the extent of my 

hunt, but regardless, a great experience and nice 

to see another big old buck in my concession in the 

alpine. Truly, an amazing, fun hunt. 



Later in the year, we were fortunate to partner with 

the Journal of Mountain Hunting and work together 

on a future film. Matt Ward, or “Wardo”, came to 

hunt with us and try his hand at deer hunting for 

the first time. Matt is a very fit individual, so we 

planned on getting out into a remote burn, but 

again, the weather wasn’t on our side. With deep 

snowpack sinking our ATVs, and 52mph winds 

blowing in vicious snowstorms, we were forced off 

the mountain after a few days of trying. In that time, 

we were able to attempt a stalk on a giant 180” 

mule deer buck, and made it within 50 yards of him 

before he knew we were there. Unfortunately, the 

terrain kept rolling over gently and we were never 

presented a clean shot at this big buck. He lives to 

breed another day!

After moving to lower elevations and out of the 

worst of the storm, we started to still hunt the 

timber. We went from -20C to +5C, snow to rain, 

wind to fog. We experienced a bit of everything 

the mountains could throw our way. After a difficult 

hunt, Wardo came away with a very respectable 4x3 

on the second last day of the hunt, after making 

a difficult freehand shot from 200 yards away. 

Definitely an experience we will not soon forget.
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With that, our deer season was concluded, and we 

were happy to get at least one buck down with 

Covid closures and limitations. We know many of 

our outfitting friends weren’t fortunate enough 

to have even one hunter this fall. For this, we 

are grateful and looking forward to a busier cat 

season. Hopefully see everyone next year when life 

normalizes and we can get back to what we do best!


